EU Projects
The third edition of the EU Projects Track held at ESOCC 2017 was entirely devoted to presenting results and perspectives of EU research projects on service-oriented and cloud computing.

As in the previous two editions, the track provided a very good opportunity to presenters for disseminating the results of their project, and to participants for getting an updated view of the ongoing research on service-oriented and cloud computing.

These proceedings contain the descriptions of eight EU projects (BASMATI, C4E, DICE, DITAS, HyVar, MIKELANGELO, RestAssured, SWITCH) that were presented in Oslo. Each project description was (anonymously) reviewed by three members of the Program Committee formed for the track.

I would like to thank this opportunity to thank authors, Program Committee members, and attendees of the track, and the local Organizing Committee of ESOCC 2017 for the strong support.
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